eResearch Implementation Committee meeting
308 Library
June 4, 2014, 3:00 p.m.

Attendees: Sarah Williams, Tom Habing, Bethany, Harriett Green (minutes), Heidi Imker, Beth Sandore, Sarah Shreeves, Peg Burnette

Tom Habing gave a demonstration of the Research Data Service system he has developed for editing and registering EZIDs. The system currently uses test EZIDs and the EZIDs are deleted after two weeks from Purdue’s EZID registration system. He showed how to enter a new entries for a project and a dataset, how to register an EZID for an assigned DOI, and how to unpublish an EZID. Tom has created an Active Directory group called Library EZID Registrars, which includes all eResearch Committee members: Currently, only the people in this AD group can register EZIDs, but there is a possibility that it could be opened to the public for self-registration. Tom noted that no projects are actually deleted from the system and can be retrieved by him from the database. The data in our system syncs with Purdue’s EZID database, which means that we can import a self-registered EZID into our system and the refresh will pull the latest data on the dataset (useful for co-authors editing simultaneously).

Peg and Harriett announced that they are putting out another call for posts for the RDS blog: The Guidelines and sign-up sheet are in the Box folder, and drafts are due by July 15th.

Sarah W. asked for volunteers to organize the Research Data Service Interest Group for 2014-2015. Heidi has already volunteered to be one of the co-organizers and a second person is needed.

Sarah S. gave a brief presentation on the newly launched DMPTool2: Graduate assistants have been adding customized text and other customization features. She encouraged everyone to log in and create a sample DMP, and check if everything looks okay for particular grants and areas. Sarah showed the reviewer part of the DMPTool2, but noted that they are still exploring how to set up the informal review process: The system doesn’t have a way of flagging a review for a specific reviewer or grant, and reviewers must be notified by email. For now, the review option will be turned off and a workflow for the review process will be developed. A major publicity push is also being developed in conjunction with OSPRA (Dave Richardson) and OVCR.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:55 p.m.